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Baby Owls Rescue
By Jennifer Keats Curtis

Arbordale Publishing. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Laura Jacques (illustrator). Hardcover. 32
pages. Dimensions: 10.1in. x 8.8in. x 0.7in.What if you found a baby owl in your back yard Would
you know what to do Where would you go to find help Join young Maddie and Max as they learn a
valuable lesson from a little lost owl in Baby Owl s Rescue by Jennifer Keats Curtis. The brother and
sister pair just wanted to play baseball one day. They never expected to come face-to-face with a
wild animal! Lush illustrations by Laura Jacques accompany this story and demonstrate the proper
treatment of wildlife. This story reminds all of us that we live in a world surrounded by wild
animals, and those wild animals deserve our caution and our respect! The For Creative Minds
educational section includes: Great Horned Owl fun facts; Great Horned Owl adaptation matching
activity; Owl life cycle sequencing activity; and What to do if you find an injured bird. Free crosscurricular Teaching Activities, Interactive Quizzes, and Related Websites are available online. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Hardcover.
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Reviews
I just started o reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth looking at. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask me).
-- Prof. Jeremie Kozey
This kind of pdf is almost everything and made me seeking forward and much more. It is actually packed with wisdom and knowledge You will not really
feel monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Martina Maggio
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